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I know that dreadful feeling

Having heard of the awful injury to which

Permian succumbed, I tried to imagine how

Mark and everyone at MJR must have felt on

receiving the news. I myself was soon to find

out.

I have been an owner since 2015 and have

loved every minute of it. Three horses have run

for me, two have won, and all three have been

injured. But two days after Permian’s demise I

was hit hard when my horse running at Ripon

was fatally injured. 

That horse was Gaelic Tiger, a horse Mark

had trained to win first time out. I found

myself clinging to hope but it was not to be. I

go racing purely for the enjoyment it brings,

and while obviously I want the horse to win, I

want even more for it to come back sound.

Right now I am really struggling. Devastated

would not be too strong a word to use and I

am not ashamed to admit that tears have been

shed. 

I guess that's what happens when you love

the sport, but love the horses even more.

Although Mark has experienced the highs and

lows more than most during his career, I

doubt the heartache lessens when this happens.

I was there with Gaelic Tiger the day Permian

won the Dante and I offer everyone at Mark

Johnston Racing my condolences. My season

as an owner is now over, but I shall try to look

forward. I have followed the yard for many

years and may indeed take a look at the

Kingsley Park partnerships.

I wish all at MJR, both human and equine,

good luck, good health and a safe passage.

Kind regards,

MARK BLACKWELL
Brentwood, Essex

GBR is not BHA-funded

I read John Scanlon’s column and all the other

articles in the Kingsley Klarion each month

with interest, and thank you for the copies I

receive.  In the August edition John

commented on Great British Racing and had a

view on the quality of their work, but at the

end he stated GBR was "funded by the BHA -

why?"

I just wanted to correct John and say that

GBR, like the BHA, is owned by its members

(the Horsemen and the Racecourses). The

Board of GBR is actually controlled by

Racecourses and Horsemen, though it does

have an independent chair. Its funding comes

not from the BHA, but rather from licensing

of pre-race data. Where funding needs to be

topped up, that comes from Racecourses and

Horsemen representatives.

So, leaders among Horsemen can have a

clear say and influence over the direction of

Great British Racing, and I would encourage

people like John and Mark to take up their

views with their representatives on the GBR

Board, currently Charlie Liverton, Julian

Richmond-Watson and Paul Struthers for the

Horsemen.

NICK RUST
Chief Executive
British Horseracing Authority

John Scanlon replies: I thank Nick for
taking the time to clarify the issue of funding
for GBR and apologise for my error. It's
gratifying to note that Nick follows the Klarion
and contributors to this column will be
delighted to realise their views can reach those
at the highest echelons of the sport.

An enjoyable visit

I am writing to tell you how pleased I was

with my recent visit to Mark Johnston’s stable

as a member of Owners Group 004, who own

Rainbow Rebel.

I would like to pass on to Mark Johnston,

his family and staff my gratitude for having us

all there and being so accommodating. It was

great to see Rainbow Rebel having a swim and

looking good.

I would just like to add that if he does not

race in future as effectively as he had been

doing before his injury, the one thing which is

uppermost in my thoughts is the welfare of

Rainbow Rebel, not the money he could win.

If he is retired I will certainly look for

another horse with Mark, as he is a genuine

guy and a great trainer.

MR A V MCLAGGAN
Edinburgh

They’ve heard of him now!

I have followed your career, Mark, over the

past three decades and seen how you have

progressed, and just wanted to say  --  well

done!

You will hardly need reminding, but it was

30 years ago that you had your first winner,

Hinari Video. I had taken my daughter Claire
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to a racing stable in Newmarket that morning

for an interview and they asked who she was

working for. When I told them it was Mark

Johnston, the four people on the panel said

they had never heard of you. I told them:

“You will do”.

I wish I could go back there now to see

those four. We brought Claire back to North

Summercoats in the evening and joined you

and your wife Deirdre for a drink, and I recall

you were very excited. All the very best for the

future.

IAIN AND SANDRA RUSSELL

Value for money?

I really enjoy the James Willoughby articles

and would like to suggest a subject he may

wish to analyse. We are now into the  yearling

sales season and the racing media that cover

bloodstock matters will provide endless

headlines on the huge amounts buyers are

paying for certain yearlings . . . but virtually

no subsequent analysis on how they

performed. 

So my question is this . . . to what extent do

buyers get what they pay for at the yearling

sales ?

I'd be fascinated to read James's analysis

regarding this question.

GED SHIELDS
Kingsley Park 6

James Willoughby replies: Thanks for
your comments, Ged. Yes, I will take it on. I am
not sure I can evaluate the answer quantitatively,
because residual value, private sales etc makes it
very difficult, but a qualitative assessment is
certainly justified and hopefully will be
interesting for readers.


